It is unknown whether there is in ZFC a Lindelöf space whose product with the irrationals is nonnormal. We give some necessary conditions based on the minimum cardinality of a <* unbounded family in ma>.
Introduction
History. In 1963 [9] , E. A. Michael gave the first ZFC example of a normal space and a metric space with a nonnormal product, where the term "space" is an abbreviation for "Hausdorff regular topological space." (In 1955 [12] , M. E. Rudin used a Souslin line to construct a Dowker space-a normal space whose product with the closed unit interval is nonnormal; the existence of a Souslin line was shown to be independent of ZFC in the late 1960s. Rudin constructed a real Dowker space in 1971 [13] .) Let P, Q, and R denote respectively the irrationals, rationals, and reals with their usual topologies; and let M denote the Michael line which is the refinement of R obtained by isolating each irrational point. In Michael's example, M is the normal space and P is the metric space; M is moreover hereditarily paracompact.
A topological space X is concentrated on a subset A ç X if for every open set U D A, X \U is countable. The Continuum Hypothesis implies the existence of an uncountable subset X ç IR with X concentrated on Q (A.S. Besicovitch [2] , 1934; in fact, b = oex is all his proof requires-see Propositions 2 and 3 below). Michael obtained this result independently and pointed out that as a subspace of M, X is Lindelöf whereas X x P is nonnormal ( [10] , 1971; first mentioned in a footnote of [9] ). Also in the 1963 paper, Michael gave a ZFC example of a Lindelöf space M' and a separable metric space S with l'x5 nonnormal. Let A be a Bernstein set in R ; that is, choose A so that each of A and M \ A intersects every uncountable closed set. (A set of this type was first constructed by F. Bernstein in 1908 using transfinite recursion and the Cantor-Bendixson theorem: each of the c-many closed sets in R is either countable or has cardinality c, where c = 2m; see [11, pp. 23-24.] ) Note that R is concentrated on A. Let M' be the refinement of R obtained by isolating each point of R \ A , and let S be R \ A with the subspace topology (note that S is not complete).
Is there a real Lindelöf space whose product with P is nonnormal? This is equivalent to the existence in ZFC of a Lindelöf space and a separable completely metrizable space with a nonnormal product (see Proposition 1 below).
Michael spaces. Define a Michael space to be a Lindelöf space whose product with P is nonnormal. Is there a Michael space in ZFC? In particular, can we build a real Michael space by the method of isolating points in a separable metric space? Define a concentrated Michael space to be a Michael space that is concentrated on a closed subset A where A x P is normal. This concept captures the construction of isolating points mentioned above, in which case A is the derived set (i.e., the closed subset of nonisolated points) of the refinement; since A is a (separable) metrizable subspace of the refinement, its product with P is normal.
In his handbook article ("The Integers and Topology" in [7, pp. 111-167 , and in particular, pp. 150-153]), E. K. van Douwen noted some necessary conditions for the existence of a real Michael space which are the point of departure for the current paper. We first establish that regardless of special settheoretic axioms, a Michael space cannot be constructed by isolating points in an initial space that is completely metrizable (Theorem 1). We then show that the existence of a concentrated Michael space is independent of ZFC (Theorem 2). Finally, we give a lower bound for the cardinality and weight of an arbitrary Michael space (Theorem 3). (The weight of a space X , denoted by w(X), is the minimum cardinality of a base for the topology of X.) As in the case of the results in the van Douwen article, the cardinal number b (defined below) is at the heart of the matter in Theorems 2 and 3.
Propositions
Remark. The propositions below are now more or less standard. We sketch the proofs for the convenience of the reader. [7, pp. 203-204 ] to define a perfect map from a closed subspace of P onto R, and in turn, from a closed subspace of WP onto WR.) Necessity. Y has a closed subspace homeomorphic to P (W. Hurewicz; see van Douwen's proof in [7, pp. 141-142] ).
Notation. Recall that P can be identified with ww -{f\f: to -* to} with the product topology: for each £ e <wco -{n\n: [0, zz] -* w for some n e co}, {f e °'to: £, ç /} is a basic open set (see [7, p. 204] ). For /, g e ww, define / < g if for each new, f(n) < g(n) ; and define f <* g if there exists mew such that for each n > m, f(n) < g(n). For each g e ww, let C(g) = {feww:f<g},and let C\g) = {feww:f <* g}.
Compact sets.
(1) For each g e ww, C(g) is compact and C*(g) is ocompact.
(2) For each T ç ww, if T is compact (resp., cr-compact), then there exists g eww such that T ç C(g) (resp., T ç C*(g)) (Note that the compactness relationship implies the analogue for cr-compactness, since for any sequence g:w^ww, \JkewC(gk)cC*(h) where h(n) = J2k<n gk(n)).
(3) For all /, g e ww, C(f) ç C(g) (resp., C*(f) ç C*(g)) iff / < g (resp. f <* g).
Cardinals. With respect to <*, let b be the minimum cardinality of an unbounded family and let d_ be the minimum cardinality of a dominant (cofinal) family. Then in ZFC we have:
(1) wx < b < d_< c;
(2) b is regular because there is a <* well-ordered unbounded family of order type b . (To prove this, let /: ¿ -> ww with Range(/) unbounded, and then define g: b -► ww recursively so that for all a, ß e b with a < ß , f(a)<* g(a)<* g(ß)); Consistency results. In [3] , D. K. Burke and S. Davis constructed a Michael space using an a>,-scale (equivalently, d_ -wx); while in [7] , van Douwen obtained a Michael space under b = wx . The hypotheses ç = wx , d = wx , and b = wx are successively weaker statements (see [5] ). Proposition 2. Suppose X is an uncountable subset of P. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) every uncountable subset of X is <* unbounded in ww; (2) X has countable intersection with every compact subset of P ; (3) XuQ is concentrated on Q;
(4) X u Q with the subspace topology of M is Lindelöf.
Proposition 3. There is an uncountable subset of F satisfying each condition of Proposition 2 iff b = wx .
Proof of Proposition 2. Each of (1) and (2) is equivalent to X having countable intersection with C*(g) for every geww.
For (2) implies (3), note that a closed set in R which is contained in R\Q is a 0 -compact subset of P and therefore is contained in C*(g) for some g e ww.
The converse follows from the fact that the complement in R of a compact subset of P is an open set in R containing Q.
The equivalence of (3) and (4) Lemma 2 (Characterization). Suppose S is a separable metric space and X is a Lindelöf space that is concentrated on a closed subset AC X where A x S is normal. Then X x S is normal iff for every uncountable subset B ç X\A and 1 -1 function F: B^S, cl(Graph(F)) n (A x S) ¿ 0.
Proof. Sufficiency of the contrapositive. We will show that c^GraphiT7)) and Yd is countable, and since B is uncountable, we can choose x0 e B\ \JdeD Yd . Then {x0} xOç[/,so (x0, F(x0)) e c\(U). Necessity of the contrapositive. By Lemma 1 in application to A and S, we have that A x S is Lindelöf. So if every open cover of A x S also covers each point of all but countably many vertical sections (i.e., the point-inverse sets under projection to A"), then X x S is Lindelöf.
Suppose X x S is nonnormal. Then by the preceding paragraph, we can choose an open set U D A x S such that the complement of U intersects uncountably many vertical sections. For each s e S, again let Ys = {x e X: (x,s) <£ U}, and let Z = \JseS Ys. Then each 5^ is countable while Z is uncountable, so we can define a: wx -> Z and r: wx -» S by transfinite recursion so that for each a e wx , a (a) e ^wQ)\U«<Q ^(«i • Let B = Range(cr) and let F = {(o(a), t(q)): a e a>,} .
Notation. Suppose S is a separable metric space and A ç S where S is concentrated on A . Define L(S, A) to be the Lindelöf refinement of S obtained by isolating each point of S\A . Corollary 1. Suppose S is a separable metric space and ACS, where S is concentrated on A and S\A is uncountable. Then h(S, A) x (S\A) is nonnormal (where S\A has the subspace topology).
Proof. Use Lemma 2 with F the identity function on S\A . (This choice of closed sets that cannot be separated is the prototypical construction discovered by Michael.)
Remark. In Lemma 3, and consequently in Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 also, P can be replaced by any separable completely metrizable space. For the remainder of the proof we will work entirely in the topology of Y x P. We need the following theorem: Every uncountable subset T of a separable metric space contains a condensation point (i. Remark. Suppose A ç R is Bernstein, and give both A and R\^ the subspace topology. By Corollaries 1 and 2, h(R, A) x F is Lindelöf whereas L(R, A) x R\A is nonnormal. However, completeness in P, or its failure in R\A , is not the only relevant property. The status of L(R, A)xA depends upon the choice of A. For each zz with new or n -w, there is a Bernstein set A such that for each m < n, L(R, A) x mA is Lindelöf, whereas L(R, A) x "A is nonnormal (see [8] for the proof). 
Proof.
Sufficiency. Suppose b -wx . Use Propositions 2 and 3 to choose an uncountable Lindelöf subspace A1 of M with Q Ç X. Then X x F is nonnormal by Lemma 2 using the Michael construction: S = F, A = Q, B -X\A , and F is the identity function on B .
Necessity. Suppose I isa Lindelöf space that is concentrated on a closed subset A ç X where ^xP is normal. Suppose further that AfxP is nonnormal. Choose F according to Lemma 2. Claim. Ranged) has countable intersection with every compact subset of P. If the claim holds, then b = wx by the propositions.
Assume the claim is false and let T be a compact subset of P and let G be a restriction of F such that |Graph( (7) is a Lindelöf subspace of X x F.
Proof. The result follows from two facts: ( 1 ) the product of a Lindelöf space and a compact space is Lindelöf and (2) C*(g) is ct-compact.
Notation. Let / be the minimum of b and lub{a>n : n e w}. (We are not using the customary symbol for the above least upper bound to avoid confusion with our use of ww for the function space.) Theorem 3. Suppose X is a Michael space. Then \X\ > f_ and w(X) > f_. Proof. Claim. L(X x F) > / (where L(X x F) is the Lindelöf degree of X x F which is defined to be the minimum of {zc : every open cover of X x F has a subcover of cardinality < zc}). Before proving the claim, first note that the theorem is an immediate consequence since L(XxF) < min(|X|, w(X)), which in turn follows from w(X x F) -w(X) and the fact that each vertical section of X x F is a Lindelöf subspace.
Proof of the claim. Let A be an open cover of X x F of minimum cardinality which does not have a countable subcover, and let X = |A|. Note that L(X x F) > X. We will show that either X has countable cofinality or X > b. Thus X>/_. Assume X does not have countable cofinality, and let 6 : X -► A be a 1-1 correspondence. By transfinite recursion we now define strictly increasing sequences a: b -> ww and t: b -> X (where ww is partially ordered by <*) such that for each a e b, X x C*(oa) is not entirely covered by {d": ß < lubRange(r|a)} , but is covered by {8": ß < Ta} .
Suppose y e b and a\y and x\y have been defined so as to satisfy the above condition. For the extension of a we consider two cases. Let e = lubRange(T|y).
If y has countable cofinality, then e < X by our starting assumption on X, so the existence of an appropriate choice for a follows from b>wx and the minimality in the choice of A. Assume that y does not have countable cofinality. Let o be a <* upper bound for o\y. If X x C*(o■ ) is covered by {&": ß < e}, then by Lemma 4 there is a countable subcover, which by our assumption on y implies the existence of ô < y such that X x C*(o ) is covered by {#" : ß < zs}; this contradicts our hypothesis since C*(Og+x) ç C*(o ). For the extension of t, again use Lemma 4 and the uncountable cofinality of X.
Corollary 5. Suppose X is a first countable Michael space. Then under Martin's axiom together with ç = wn for some new, \X\ = w(X) = c.
Proof. By Archangel'skiï's theorem (see [7, p. 19 
